EU-project Baltic Wings

SVARTSÖ:

LANDSORT:

Archipelago Hotel & Hostel

The pilot lookout: Modern

(Norra Svartsö): Open all

and designed hotel with all

year round. 60 beds spread

amenities. 6 rooms with

over 26 rooms. Half of the

a total of 12 beds with

rooms have wc and shower,

dining room and Conference

half have only WC . Shower is available in separate building.

rooms.

Accomodations for
birdwatchers in the
archipelago

Bicycles can be rented. Here you can get a wonderful breakfast basketHere if you wish.

Hostel: Open all year round. On the southern part of the
island near The Lighthouse of Landsort. 34 beds distribu-

Southern Archipelago

ted among different houses. All houses have kitchens for
self-catering, WC and shower.
Northern harbour: Open all year round. Cabins for 4 –5

Dalarö hostel: Open all year

people. Freshen kitchen and running cold water. Shower and

round. Sweden’s smallest

WC in adjoining house. Bicycles are included in the holiday

hostel, has 12 beds spread

rental.

over 4 rooms. Kitchen is
available in the old Waffle

Landsort is a top hot-spot for observations of migrating

Cottage. Modern, WC and

birds. The observation list exceeds 300 different species,

shower in the house.

from south in spring/summer and from Siberia in autumn.
The area around the light house and the bird observatory

UTÖ:

can be rewarding to visit all months.

Utö inn: Associated hotel
cottages, 30 double rooms

Text och photos: Louise Zetterström

and suites, 200 beds.
Excellent standard. Open all
year round with a renowned
restaurant. A number of
exciting bird rooms nearby.
Possibility to charter boat for trip to Huvudskär where outer
archipelago species can be seen.
Utö hostel (STF): Open May-September. 72 beds spread
over 2 - and 4 -bed rooms, 3 floors. Modern, WC and shower
in the building.

The Baltic Wings project aims at developing the central Baltic area as a nature and birdwatching destination through
infrastructure investments, capacity building in co-operation
with local entrepreneurs as well as other stakeholders, marketing and information. Read more at www.balticwings.org.
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DALARÖ:

Northern Archipelago

archipelago habitats and bird towers for the study of migratory birds.

ARHOLMA:
Hostel Bull August (STF):

MÖJA:

Open

Möja hostel (STF): Open

April–December. 36 beds.

all year round. 8 rooms

Self-catering, WC and

spread over 2 floors.

shower. Enjoy a wonderful

Access to kitchen, veranda

food that can be ordered during the summer. Bicycle. Close

and social room. Modern,

to birds that thrive among flowering pastures and livestock.

WC and shower in the building. Excellent opportunities for

SÖDERARM:

the study of coastal birds can be found on the island.

Arholma Nord: Open spring, summer, autumn. 45 beds.

Söderarm is located at the far end of the northeastern part

Self-catering. Café with breakfast and simple lunches can

of the archipelago. Several buildings used by the armed

Möja inn: Open all year round, only weekends in low

be ordered. Baggage service isrtimely. Modern, WC and

forces have now been transformed into hotel and B&B faci-

season. Also open Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve. 21

shower. Skvallerhamnsudden in the north good local for

lities. 24 different rooms with 35 beds are available in diffe-

beds at Kyrkviken. Modern with WC and shower. In summer,

observations of migratory birds.

rent houses and you can get hotel standard with breakfast

there is also a bakery.

and dinner or as B&B with your own cooking. To reach the
Österhamns Guesthouse: Open all year round. A house

island, you have to go by private boat Gladan, www.roslags

INGMARSÖ:

from 1923 , there are 8 newly renovated double rooms.

event.se , no regular boat trafficing the island. Birdwatching

Norrgården (Norra bryg-

Bathroom with shower and WC . Serves breakfast, lunch and

on the island can be very rewarding, during spring, summer

gan): Open all year round.

dinners.

and autumn when most of the outer archipelago species

Consists of 2 houses. Both

are found in the area. The autumn migratory consist of

houses have large kitchens.

LIDÖ:

birds from Russia and Finland, which passes through Åland

The larger house has 4

Lidö hostel (STF): Open

archipelago and continue to Sweden. The amount of birds

bedrooms with room for 10 beds, the smaller house has 2

May–September. 38 beds

that touches the island and can be massive on certain days

bedrooms with 4 beds and chambers for 2 people. Modern

in main building and small

in September and October.

with WC and shower. Enjoy a wonderful breakfast basket
delivered directly to the kitchen.

cottages. Access to self-caWC and shower in the main

Central Archipelago

building. The cottages have
a WC . Space for smaller conferences.

FINNHAMN:
Finnhamns vandrarhem:

Inn: Open April–October. Accommodation-possibilities in

Finnhamn hostel: Open

guest houses, 23 beds spread over 14 rooms. Conference

May-September. 87 beds

rooms for small and medium-sized groups. The island hou-

in main building with 8

ses both forest bird species and coastal birds in an interes-

semi-detached houses.

ting mix.

Breakfast can be ordered. Modern with WC and shower in
the main building. Excellent premises with several different
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tering kitchen. Modern with

Caspian Tern.

